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ihe N.E. in a line within Rockj Point Island,* and the house on Meogenes Island to

bear S.E. by S.

Should the tide of ebb have taken place at the beacon, you must not, by any means,
attempt to gain the harbour that tide, but wait the next half-flood, to go over the bar,

as both sides of the entrance of this harbour are nothing but sharp rocks dry at lovr

water : and the tide of ebb is so rapid in the spring, when thp ice and snow are dis-

solved, that all the anchors on board will not hold the ship fio a driving.

On the Nova Scotia side of the Bay of Fundy, your soundings will be from 50 to

60, 70, 80, to 95 fathoms ; stones like beans, and coarse sand ; and as you draw to th«

northward, the quality of the ground will alter to a fine sand, and some small shells

with black specks. Approach no nearer to the south shore than in 50 fathoms ; and,

as you edge off to the N.W. and W.N.W., you will fall off the bank, and have no
soundings.

When you have passed Meogenes Island, edge in-shore toward Rocky Point, until

Meogenes Point {Negro Head) is in a line over the N.W, corner of Meogenes Island

;

sailing in between Rocky Point and Partridge Island, with these marks in one, will

lead you in the best water over the bar (9 to 15 feet), until you open Point Mispick
to the northward of the low point on Partridge Island ; then starboard your helm,
and edge towards Thompson's Point, until the red store, at the south end of St. John's,

is in a line over the beacon ; keep them in one until you pass the beacon at a distance

of a ship's breadth; then haul up N.N.W. up the harbour, keeping the blockhouse,

at the upper part of the havbour, open to the westward of the king's store, situated

close to the water-side, which will lead you, in mid-channel, up to the wharves, where
you may lie aground dry, at half-tide, and clean your ship's bottom, or lie afloat in the

stream at single anchor, with a hawser fast to the posts of the wharves on shore.

—

N.B. The tide of flood here is weak, but the ebb runs very rapidly all the way down
past Meogenes Island."

The following directions are based on the details of the survey of Lieutenants

Harding and Kortright, acting under the orders of Captain W. F. W. Owen, of the

Royal Navy, in 1844
When running for St. John's avoid the rocky ledge running off Inner Mispick

Point, the eastern side of the entrance, to the distance of 2^ cables* lengths, and which
is steep-to, with 30 to 40 feet close off; and having brought the stone barracks in

one with the Wesleyan Chapel,t at the back of the town, bearing N. f E., steer iu

with this mark on, and it will cai-ry you outside of the shoal water extending from
the eastern side of Partridge Island. When Carleton Church comes in one with the

cliff end (the termination of the cliffs forming Negro Point), bearing about N.W. | N.,

you must change your course to this direction, and it will lead you in from 15 to

22 feet at 1^ cable's lenofth to the northward of the shoal ground extending between
Partridge Island and Kegro Point. Continue in this direction until the stone

church at the back of the town comes on the end of the breakwater, when you must
run up with this mark past the beacon-light into the harbour. When just above the

beacon-light steer N. by W. or N. by W. \ W., and anchor off the town. Be careful

to keep the lead going when following these directions, that you do not strike on the

shoal spots.

To the north-eastward of the beacon-light, and just off the town, is a ridge of rocks

which is covered at 2 hours' flood. From this ridge, and eastward of the town, there

is an extensive flat of mud and sand which dries at low water ; this extends along the

coast to Cranberry Point, and runs about 2 cables' lengths from the shore. Cran-
berry Point is cliffy, and has some rocks running off it.

It is high water on the days of full and change at lib. 44m. ; spring-tides rise 23
to 25 feet, and neaps 21 to 23 feet.

Signals.—The following signals are displayed at Partridge Island, on the approach
of vessels to the harbour of St. John :

—

One ball close for 1 square-rigged vessel.

One ball hJf-hoisted for 2 „

* This ig an islet, lying at a cable's length from the point, and more properly named the Shag
Bock. It is surrounded by sunken rocks.

t This building will be known by its octagonal tower with a circular top. It is situated in the
N.£. part of the town.


